Picnic Basket in Covid 19 Times

Scenario B: Lockdown/synchronous learning
In the times of a pandemic we are meant to adjust and as schools might be in lockdown with full
Covid 19 measures we regretfully have to postpone the Picnic Basket circulation on loan as was
intended nor can we ask schools to create their own. Instead we have adjusted the activities so
that those of you who still wish to work on sustainable diets can work on the main themes via
synchronous learning.
Start by reading the Introduction for teachers, the Game instructions and the annual calendar to
get an idea of the main themes. Then move on to the activities described here.
In short:
• For the Homemade food day instead of cooking in class you will have a yuck to yum recipe
brainstorm, watch videos, take and create sustainable diet quizes.
• For the Fruit day you will find variations of both the banana story and the tutti frutti game.
• For the No food waste day you will find ideas for a quizathon, a word cloud and a poster
creation game.
Good luck and let the picnic begin!

LET’s COOK!
From yuck to yum! Initiate the distance learning class
by placing in front of you common “yucky for children”
ingredients (e.g. broccoli, aubergine, zucchini, tahini,
muesli etc.) and asking the pupils to suggest possible
recipes in order to make them “yummy”, i.e. more
appetizing.
Show to your pupils these short
videos on homemade food:
https://vimeo.com/showcase/47
83258/video/235227629 &
https://vimeo.com/showcase/47
83258/video/235228219
Pause the videos at appropriate
points and ask pupils about the
feelings of the hero. What is
wrong in their opinion and why?
Watch the video until the end and
discuss the environmental
dimensions of homemade vs
readymade food.

Quiz time!
Have pupils do the quiz and
design your own (you can use
google forms, survey monkey or
mentimeter) on right & wrong
sustainable choices of ingredients
for various recipes. Have pupils
brainstorm on Q&As.

GUESS WHICH…

A variation… Instead of the Tutti Frutti Uno use the cards to play a new guessing game.
Show all the different fruit and vegetable cards
on your screen.
You’ll never guess… You or one of the
pupils choose a card. The other pupils must
guess which card it is by asking questions
that can be answered by yes or no. Through
the process of elimination, players will
eventually be able to “guess” the chosen
card.
Each player gets one yes or no question per
turn and may only make one guess. If a
player successfully guesses the opponent’s
chosen card, they win; if the guess is wrong,
they lose.

Ideas for questions
• Is it a fruit?
• Is it a vegetable?
• Does it grow in the
spring/summer/fall/winter?
• Is it red/green/purple etc?
• Does it grow on a tree?
• Do we boil/grill it?
• Do we put it on a pizza?
• Does it have a funny name?
• Does it smell nice?

VARIATION
Story line… Present the cards of the Picnic Basket “Banana
story” sharing your screen. Discuss with the pupils the
correct order which shows the story of its production.
Ask pupils to think of their favorite fruit. Ask them to draw
its story in separate papers as homework.
Present the stories when they are ready. Discuss why the
shortest stories are the most sustainable ones.

Keep your distance
Find out how many fruits
you need to place
between you and your
classmates or friends to
keep a safe distance!.

NO FOOD WASTED!
EDUCATION
MATERIAL

POSTERit!
Show pupils the video
https://vimeo.com/al
bum/4783258/video
/235226846 and ask
them to design a no
food waste poster and
show it via share
screen in class.

Quizathon. Brainstorm with pupils on common
food waste mistakes. Pick the 5-7 more popular
ones and create questions for a class food waste
quiz. You can use google forms to create it
digitally. Pupils then test their friends and
families.

CLOUDit!
Each pupil suggests no food
waste ideas and sum it up in 1-3 words that they
can write in the chatbox. You then create a no food
waste word cloud with a relevant digital app
(i.e. WordArt)

